PROJECT MANAGEMENT EXAM ESSAY QUESTIONS
Sample Exam Questions for INFS INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS â€¢ Note this is only a sample. â€¢ Time Allowed:
2 hours â€¢ Please Note that this sample.

Date Prepared Spring 2. Acknowledgement means only that the message sent by the other party has been
received. Someone from the quality department comes to see you about beginning a quality audit of your
project. And Monte Carlo analysis was another estimating tool which is irrelevant choice as well. Therefore,
the team members should not go in argument about the selection of the sellers. Answer all 5 Questions.
Answer is A, Withdrawing, or in other words, avoiding. The other three are directing, organizing, and
controlling, are not types of conflict resolution techniques. And reiterating this process until a consensus is
reached by all participants, by all experts. The maximum time that you can spend in the exam is two hours. I
also want to take this opportunity to thank you all very much for being such a terrific class! And the last step is
the risk should be accepted by the project team and continuous reserves should be allocated in order to
accommodate risks or in order to overcome the bad impacts of these risks when they occur. The activity: A- Is
on the critical path. Remember the critical path activities was having zero float, therefore the answer is D. BProject is ahead of schedule. You will find the same result if you go through subtracting the early finish, 9
days, from the late finish, 19 days. Also these 2 risks cannot be outsourced or removed from project scope. It
would be BEST to: A- Agree to analogous estimating, as it is a form of expert judgment B- Suggest life cycle
costing C- Determine why the sponsor wants such an accurate estimate D- Try to convince the sponsor to
allow expert judgment because it is typically more accurate. Answer is D. Because you have already a
quantitative metric to evaluate which seller is best matching to your source selection criteria. Work packages
in a Work Breakdown Structure contain only nouns or a couple of words regarding a work or deliverable.
Perform a financial analysis for a project using the format provided in Figure Answer is C. If you remember
from our previous lectures, that technique was asking the experts opinion on a topic or on a problem and
collecting their feedback anonymously and then sending back the results back to the experts again, and
recollecting their responses again. And RFP is a procurement document as well. Which one is not correct
about communication models? She needs expert opinion in this process and related experts are spread over to
different geographical locations. Detailed information on what needs to be done, responsible, prerequisites,
successors, due date etc. The WBS is finalized by assigning each work package to a control account and
establishing a unique identifier for that work package from a code of accounts.

